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Sr.
No. Question Option A Option B Option C Option D Correct 

Option
Mark

s

1 The Hardware at centre of UNIX system 
provides…………. basic services operating system 

with basic services Kernel service None of these B 2

2 Operating System is also called as ………. System kernel kernel Both a and b None of these C 2

3 Program such as Shell and editors interact 
with kernel by invoking ………. process thread System calls None of these C 3

4 …………responsible for exchanging data 
between kernel and programs System calls thread process None of these A 2

5 what is a.out ? System user program Private user 
program Local program None of these B 2

6 How many system calls in system V 32 64 128 16 B 2

7 Out of 64 system calls in system V how 
many are frequently used… 64 32 16 128 B 2

8 Non leaf node of the file system structure is 
………….. leaf node of file directory of file regular file path name B 3

9 Full path name starts with …..        dot         slash     double slash      non of these B 2

10 Text formatting program troff find 
…………. character at the end of each line newline slash dot None of these A 3

11 System accounting program acctcom find 
………. variable length record fixed length record no record None of these B 2

12 Directories are ……. Fixed files regular files variable files None of these B 3

13 System treats the data in a directory as a 
…………….. Byte stream bit stream stream None of these A 3

14 what is use of ls command ? to list names and 
attribute of files to list size of files to list length of 

files None of these A 4
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15 Access permission can be set to ………… the file owner a file group everyone else all of these D 4

16 The Newly created files are ………….. of 
the file system directory structure. Main nodes root nodes leaf nodes middle nodes C 2

17 Unix system treats devices as a …….. hardware file byte None of these B 2

18 Permission mode on newly created file will 
be…… 0666(octal) 0666(Hexadecimal) 0999(octal) 0798(hex) A 4

19 Permission mode 0666(octal) 
means…………

allowing all users acess 
to file for writing

allowing all users 
acess to file for 
reading

Restrict to read 
and write

allowing all 
users access to 
file for reading 
writing 

D 4

20 All system calls return ……..if open or 
create call fails -2 0 1 -1 D 4

21 The open and create system calls returns an 
integer called a ………. file number file discriptor file variable None of these B 2

22 File discriptor programs 
uses………………... to delete file to save file for subsequent 

references for file None of these C 4

23 The read system calls return 0 when 
……….. it reaches middle of file it reaches end of 

the file file is empty None of these B 2

24 When a process makes a system call ,its 
mode changes from……… User to kernel Kernel to user Restricted to 

unrestricted 
Unrestricted to 
restricted A 2

25 The new process called, child process gets 
a ………... return value from fork. -1 0 2 1 B 4

26 The child process invoke …….to execute 
program copy . fork execl wait printf B 4

27
Which of the following system calls 
transforms an executable binary file into a 
process? 

Fork Exec Ioct1  Longjmp B 2

28 Which of the following file names can be 
found in more than one directory? Passwd Bin  Date None of the 

above A 4

29
The command that can be used to restrict 
incoming messages to a user is……….. Mesg Halt Grep Sleep A 2
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30 The sort command in UNIX …. Used to sort a file 
Used to sort the list 
of files in a 
directory 

Both A and B None of the 
above A 4

31 Which command is used to remove a 
directory? rd rmdir dldir rdir B 3

32 The tail command in UNIX……
 Can be used to look at 
the tail or bottom of the 
file 

Can be used to 
display the list of 
last 10 files in the 
current directory 

Can be used to 
display the list of 
last 15 in the 
current directory 

None of the 
above A 2

33 Which command is used to remove a file 
…… Rename MV RM Del C 3

34 Which command will be used with vi editor 
to append text at end of line? A  i a l A 3

35 Which of the following command the file 
names in multiple columns?  IS–X IS  IS–1 IS–f–X B 3

36 Which command is used to display the 
device name of the terminal you are using? who ls  tty stty C 3

37 Which command allows you to view your 
file 24 lines at a time ? More Cat Pg None of the 

above A 3

38 Which of the following is not a 
communication command? Write Mail Mesg Grep D 2

39 Which command is used to extract specific 
columns from the file? cut grep Past  cat A 2

40 Which command is used with vi editor to 
move the cursor to the left? i k j h D 2

41 Which command is used to create a 
directory? CRDIR  MKDIR MD CR B 3

42
Which of the following changes permission 
to deny write permission to group and 
others?

Chmod go-w filex Chmod go w filex  Chmod go=w file None of the 
above A 2

43 Which command is used with vi editor to 
delete a single character?  Z y a x D 3
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44 The tar command in UNIX
Used to create 
compressed archives of 
directories and files 

 Used to extract 
directories and files 
from an archives 

Both A and B None of the 
above C 4

45 Which command is used to sort the lines of 
data in a file in reverse order  sort sh st sort -r D 4

46 Which of the following commands is used 
to rename a file? Rename  MV Remove Ren B 3

47 Which command is used to display a file 
contents in octal form? cd of od oct C 4

48 Which of the following is not a 
communication command?  write mail mesg  grep D 3

49
Which of the following commands is used 
to count the total number of lines,words 
and characters contained in a file? 

count p wcount wc count w C 2

50 The cc command makes a total of 1 pass 2 pass 4 pass 5 pass D 3

51 Which of the following commands is used 
for an automatic remainder service? Write Calender Mail Mesg B 3

52 The Unix command used to find out the 
number of characters in a file is  nc wc  chcnt c B 3

53
In a system ,if 5 people are currently using 
vi editor ,then the number of corresponding 
processes will be 

1 5 3 0 B 3

54 Which set option is used with vi editor to 
display line numbers on screen? nm  nu  ic li B 3

55 Which command will be used with vi editor 
to move back to the beginning of a word?  b e a w A 4

56 Which of the following are not system 
calls? Chmod Open Lseek Getc D 2

57 The advantage of binary files over text files 
is that  It is compact  It can be accessed 

faster 

Many commands 
assume the named 
file to be a binary 
file 

They are more 
reliable D 4

58 The cat command is used to Print a file Display a file  Capture a file Copy a file B 4
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59
Command_________compares two files 
byte by byte and displays the first 
mismatch. 

 cmp comp cmap None of these A 2

60 When the read system call encounters EOF 
,it returns Some positive integer Some negative 

integer 0 -1 C 3

61
Which of the following system calls,does 
not return control to the calling point, on 
termination? 

 Fork Exec Ioct1 Longjmp B 3

62 Which command is used to display the 
characteristics of a process? pid  ps du  au D 3

63 Which command is used to display and 
create files? cat ed  vi lyrix A 3

64 Files that can store data in the same format 
as used in program are called Binary files Source file Text file Core A 3

65 The file that stores an integer as a sequence 
of characters is a Text file Data file Binary file Core A 2

66 Which is the earliest and most widely used 
shell that came with the UNIX system?  C Shell Korn Shell  Bourne Shell  Smith Shell C 2

67 System call mknod creates a new file new directory new binary file none of these B 2

68 A pipe a mechanism that allow a stream of 
data between to be passed between……..

reader and writer 
process reader process writer process None of these A 2

69  Which command is used to display the top 
of the file? cat head more grep B 4

70 Which of the following keys is used to 
replace a single character with new text? S s r C B 4

71 Which command sends the word count of 
the file infile to the newfile. wc infile >newfile wc <infile >newfile wc infile - newfile wc infile | 

newfile A 2

72
Which command is used to remove the 
read permission of the file 'note' from both 
the group and others?

chmod go+r note chmod go+rw note chmod go-x note chmod go-r, 4-x 
note D 4

73
Which of the following commands is used 
to display the directory attributes rather 
than its contents?

ls -1 -d ls -1  ls -x  ls -F A 2
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74 Which of the following files will displayed 
by this command cat *ch*  patch catch  .ch All of the above D 4

75
If you are to use [Control-c] as the 
interrupt key instead of [Del], then you will 
have to use

tty ^c stty intr \^c stty echoe  stty echo \^a B 4

76
Which of the following keys is used to 
move the cursor to the end of the 
paragraph.

} { | $ A 3

77
Which command is used to concatenate all 
files beginning with the string 'emp' and 
followed by a non-numeric characters?

cat emp[!0-9] more [emp][!0-9] cat emp[x-z] cat emp[a-z] A 3

78
The command which transcribes the 
standard input to the standard output and 
also makes a copy of the same in a file is

tee  tr sort  grep A 3

79
Which symbol is used to separate more 
than one command in the same command 
line?

$  # : ; D 2

80 The agency that sits between the user and 
the UNIX system is called the logic profile shell erxc C 3

81
Which of the following commands is used 
to update access and modification times of 
a file?

grep wc touch cat C 3

82 Which command is used to count just the 
number of characters in a file? wc - 1 wc -c wc -w wc -r B 3

83 Which of the following commands is used 
to list contents of directories? ls lp dir  tar A 3

84  In vi editor, forward search is performed 
using the command. :pat :pat /pat All of the above D 3

85
 Which of the following special shell 
variables is used to process number of the 
last background job?

$! $#  $0 $* A 3

86
Which option will be used with ps 
command to slow the entire command line 
of the process being run?

-4 -f -1 -4 B 3
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87 Which of the following command addresses 
all users who are currently hooked on? write  mail wall mesg C 4

88
Which of the following directories contain 
all the Ales created by a user, including his 
login directory?

 /tmp /etc  /usr /dev C 4

89
Which of the following commands is used 
to obtain a list of all files by modification 
time?

ls -1  ls -t  ls -i  ls -R B 3

90 Which command is used to display the 
characteristics of a process?  pid du ps au C 2

91 The filed separator in cut command is 
specified with -a option -d option -r option -x option B 3

92  Which option will be used with touch 
command to change the access time? -a -b -t -h A 3

93
Which command is used to make all files 
and sub-directories in the directory (progs) 
executable by all users?

chmod -R a+x progs chmod -R 222 
progs

chmod -1 a+x 
progs

chmod -x a+x 
progs A 2

94 The second set of the three permissions (r-) 
indicates that

group has read 
permission only

other has read 
permission only

owner has read 
permission only

group has write 
permission only A 3

95
Which column contains all details of the 
permissions of a file when you issue the ls -
l command?

second fourth third  first D 2

96  Which of the following commands is used 
to display your working directory? second fourth third  first C 3

97
While working with mail command, which 
command is used to save mail i a separate 
file?

s r w d A 4

98  Which command is used to terminate a 
process? shutdown haltsys cancel kill D 2

99 The cp command uses: standard input file standard output file both input and 
output file

neither standard 
input nor 
standard output 
file

D 3
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100 Which of the following is invalid filename? shutry  TRY trial none of these E 2

101 Which set option is used with vi editor to 
display line numbers on screen? nm nu  ic  li B 3

102  Which command is used to print a file? print prn pg lp D 2

103  Which command is used to list out all the 
hidden files along with the other files? ls -l  ls -x ls -F  ls -a D 3

104 Which command is used with vi editor to 
search a pattern in the forward direction? / ? // ?? A 4

105  The command to count the number of files 
in the current directory by using pipes, is  ls | wc ls -l | ws -l  ls | wc -w ls | ws -c C 2

106 Which of the following commands is used 
to get directory one level up? cd  cd ..  cd/ chdir B 3

107
Which of the following commands is used 
to count the total number of lines, words, 
and characters contained in a file.

count p wc  wcount countw B 2

108
Which command is used to delete all files 
in the current directory as well as all files 
and sub-directories in its subdirectories?

rm * rm -r * rm all  rm *.* B 3

109 Which of the following commands is used 
to change the working directory? cd changedir chdir cdir A 2

110 Services provided by kernel are……… Controlling execution 
of process

Scheduling 
processes

Allocating main 
memory for an 
executing process

All of these D 3

111 The shell acts as an interface between the 
……….. User and kernel user and operating 

system
kernel and 
operating system none of these A 4

112
When a process executes a  system call, the 
execution mode of the process changes 
from ………..

kernel mode to user 
mode

user mode to 
kernel mode

user mode to 
operating system 
mode

None of these B 2

113
when the kernel services an intrrupt, it 
blocks out low priority interrupts 
but………..

services middle priority 
interrupt 

services higher 
priority interrupts both A and B None of these B 3
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114 The commonly used UNIX commands like 
date, ls, cat, etc. are stored in………..  /dev directory /bin and /usr/bin 

directories /tmp directory /unix directory B 2

115 Which of the following commands is used 
to summarize the disk usage? chkdsk  fdisk  du disk C 3

116 Which command is used to sort the lines of 
data in a file in alphabetical order? sort sh  st sort -r A 4

117
If a file has read and write permissions for 
the owner, then the octal representation of 
the permissions will be

1 6 5 3 B 4

118
Which command is used to copy a file wb 
with the same name from the programs 
directory to the misc directory?

copy programs/wb 
misc/wb

cp programs/wb 
misc

tar programs/wb 
misc/wb

copy 
a:programs/wb 
b:misc/wb

B 4

119 Which is the earliest and most widely used 
shell that came with the UNIX system? C shell Korn shell Bourne shell Smith shell C 4

120 The seventh field of /etc/password 
is…………. password login shell home C 4

121 Which command is used to display the end 
of the file? head - r tail eof bof B 2

122  The ls -l command tells who the owner of the 
file is

the name of the 
group owner of the 
file

how large the file 
is and when the 
file was last 
modified.

All of the above D 3

123
Which option will be used with disk free 
command to include the total amount of 
disk space in the file system?

-t -tt -4 -i A 2

124
Which command is used to set the three 
permissions for all the three categories of 
users of a file?

chgrp chown chmod chusr C 3

125 Which of the following commands can be 
used to get information about yourself? who am i i /4 pwd which A 2

126
Which of the following commands can be 
used to get information about all users who 
are currently logged into the system?

which who who am i  1 /u B 3
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127 Which of the following keys is used to 
overstrike a whole line? R v C u A 4

128 Which command is used to locate all the 
.profile files in the system?  ls profile  find /-name profile -

print cd /.profile l -u .profile B 2

129 The File that contains a set of instructions 
which are performed when a user logs in, is

.exrc .profile .autoexec autoexec.bat B 4

130 The octal representation 652 indicates Execute permission for 
the owner

Write permission 
for others

Read and write 
permission of 
groups

All of the above B 3

131
Which of the following command is used to 
count just the number of lines contained in 
a file?

wc -l wc -c wc -w wc -r A 2

132

 
Which command is used to move all files to 
the bin sub-directory of the parent 
directory?

mv *.* /bin/ mv * /bin/*  mv * ../bin  mv * ../bin *.* C 3

133
Which command is used to save the 
standard output in a file, as well as display 
it on the terminal?

more cat grep tee D 3

134 Which of the following commands is used 
to copy directory structures in and out cp cpio cp - p copy B 3

135 Which command allows you to view your 
file 24 lines at a time? more pg cat  lp B 3

136
Which of the following special shell 
variables is used to process number of the 
current shell?

$! $$ $0 $* B 3

137

Which option is used with cmp command 
to give a detailed list of the byte number 
and the differing bytes in octal for each 
character that differs in both the files?

-l -d -r -b A 3

138 Which command is used with vi editor 
scroll half page backward? [Control-d]  [Control - u] [Control-c] [Control -P] B 3
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139
 Which command is used with vi editor to 
move cursor forward to first occurrence of 
character 'ch' in the current line?

tch fch  rch ech B 3

140 Which of the following keys is used to 
delete the character beneath the cursor? x X dd D A 3

141
Which command is used to assign only read 
permission to all three categories of the file 
'note'?

chmod go+r note chmod a-rw chmod ugo=r note chmod u+r,g+r,o-
x note C 3

142 Which command will be used with vi editor 
to append text at end of line? A a i I A 3

143
The first set of the three permissions (rw) 
pertains to the owner of the file, indicating 
that the owner has

executable permission 
only

write and 
executable 
permissions

both read and 
executable 
permissions.

both read and 
write 
permissions

D 3

144
Which of the following commands is used 
to save the output of the who command in 
a file named user.lst, as well as display it?

who | tee user.lst who > user.lst who >> user.lst who < user.lste A 3

145
Which of the following shell's wildcards are 
used to match any number of characters 
including none?

[ijk] [!ijk]  ? * D 3

146
Which symbol will be used with grep 
command to match the pattern pat at the 
end of a line?

^pat $pat pat$ pat^ C 3

147

 
Which command is used to display all the 
lines with the string 'sales' from the file 
empl.lst?

cut sales empl.lst /sales > empl.lst grep sales empl.lst cat | /sales > 
empl.lst C 3

148 Which of the following commands is note 
the vi Input mode command? rch R S j D 2

149 Which of the following commands is used 
to remove files? erase delete rm dm C 3

150 Which command is used with vi editor to 
save file and remain in the editing mode?  :q :w q! :x B 2
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151
Which of the following commands is used 
to have a two-way communication with 
any person who is currently logged in?

 mail mesg  write grep C 3

152 Which command is used with vi editor to 
move the cursor to the left? i j k h D 2

153
Which command is used to terminate all 
processes in your own system except the 
login shell?

kill 1 kill 0  cancel all cancel 1 B 3

154  Which command is used to link the files? Ik In cp tar B 4

155 Which of the following signs is used to 
back up over typing errors in vi? @ #  $ ! B 4

156
Which of are following internal commands 
is used in mail to forward mail to user in 
user-list?

 r user-list m user-list  d user-list e user-list B 4

157

 
Which of the following commands is used 
to display the filenames in multiple 
columns?

 ls ls -1 ls -x lc C 2

158

Which of the following features of UNIX 
may be used for inter process 
communication?  Signals  Pipes  Semaphore  All of these D 3

159
The command echo welcome > /dev / tty  Echoes welcome in all 

the terminals that are 
switched on.

 Echoes welcome 
in all the terminals 
that are logged on.

Echoes welcome 
only in the 
terminal in which 
it is run.  Both (a) and © D 2

160 dev/null  Is a file  Has write 
permission for all

 Is the UNIX built-
in dustbin  All of these D 3
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161

 

The advantage of binary files over text files 
is that  It is compact 

 It can be accessed 
faster They are more 

reliable  All of these D 2

162
The permission bits of a file noname. can 
be set to _rws_  _x_  _x  by the command.  chmod 711 noname  chmod go -rw 

noname
chmod 2711 
noname

 None of the 
above D 3

163
/bin/passwd has the user execution 
permission set to 's' because

This facility assigns to 
the user, permissions of 
the program owner. 
temporarily

 It should allow 
users who don't 
have write 
permission to 
/etc/passwd to 
write to it

 /etc/passwd is 
write protected

All of these D 2

164

If one doesn't want anyone else to read or 
write to a file named datfile, except 
through a program in a file filex , then he 
may use

 chmod u+s filex ; 
chmod go_rw datfile

 chmod 4711 filex ; 
chmod go_rw 
datfile

 chmod 4711 
datfile ; chmod 
go_rw filex

 Both (a) and (b) D 3

165

Writing a C program that accepts input 
from keyboard, rather than from a file is 
advantageous because

 Keyboard is a file that 
is already open

It can be used in a 
pipe, if it writes to 
stdout  Both (a) and (b)  None of the 

above C 2
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166

Consider the following command that 
invokes the executable file a.out, with the 
following command line arguments a .out 
God loves you
argv( [1][2] )corresponds to the character

e o y d D 2

167

Which of the following string functions can 
be used to find the last occurrence of a 
given character in a given string?  strncmp strncpy  strchr

 None of the 
above D 3

168

Consider the program main ( )
{
printf("He arose a victor from\n");
system ("date") ;
printf("the dark domain");
}
                                          If a.out is the 
executable code corresponding to the 
above source code, then the command 
a.out > out f

 Redirects the output of 
date to file out f

 Displays the 
output of date on 
the screen  Prints everything 

on the screen 

 Prints the two 
messages on the 
screen 

A 2

169

The default permission bits of a file when it 
is created for the first time, is controlled by  

chmod value

 

fmask value

 

umask value

 

none of the 
above

C 2
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170

 Let x.c be a C source code. The command 
cc x.c > y

 is equivalent to the 
command cc x.c;mv 
a.out y

 is equivalent to the 
command cc -o y 
x.c

 serves no purpose  None of the 
above C 3

171

A file x is created with the following 
contents
echo today is:
date
           If you type x.then

 It echoes the message. 
followed by date. 

 It gives the desired 
output only if the 
execute permission 
of file x is set.

The desired 
output can be got 
by the command 
sh x. which works 
even if x has its 
execute 
permission not set.

 

 Both (b) and © D 4

172

Shell script is preferable to other forms of 
programming because it Makes programming 

task easier
 Enhances 
portability

Occupies less 
space

 All of these D 2

173  Choose the incorrect statements.
 Shell scripts can accept 
arguments  Shell scripts are 

interpreted

Shell is a 
programming 
language

Shell scripts are 
compiled D 3

174
Files that store data in the same format as 
used in program are called binary files Source file Text file  Core A 2

175

To allow only one user to work with a 
particular file at a particular time, one has 
to use  Semaphore  Critical region  Locking  Dedicated mode C 3
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176

Which of the following remarks about 
realloc are  true?

 It allocates memory of 
required size that need 
not be contiguous  It may shift the 

existing block 

 It can work only 
with an existing 
block of memory  Both (b) and © D 2

177

 

The differences between malloc( ) and 
calloc() are:

Malloc is used for 
dynamic allocation of 
memory, while cal:1�c 
can't be used for that 
purpose

 Malloc needs only 
one argument. 
while cal loc needs 
two.

 unlike malloc, 
calloc allocates 
memory and 
initializes it to 0.  Both (b) and © D 3

178

 

The file that stores an integer as a sequence 
of characters is a

 Text file  Data file  Binary file  Core file A 2

179

 If cat x. prints garbage. then x is probably 
a Data file  Binary file  Text file  Source file B 3

180

Which of the following file names can be 
found in more than one directoy?  passwd  bin  date  Both (a) and (b) D 2

181  /bin  Is a bucket for storing 
information

 Has files in binary 
code  is a directory  Both (b) and © D 3
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182

The main reasons for the success of pipes 
are  The availability of 

many filter programs 

 UNIX treats 
devices as files

 It provides a 2-
way 
communication 
channel

 Both (a) and (b) D 2

183

Which of the following are not filter 
programs?

 date  sort cat  grep A 4

184
Redirection in pipes can be achieved by 
using > >> tee lpr C 2

185 Choose the correct statements.

 The symbols > and | 
are both processed by 
shell

 > can be used to 
direct output to a 
named file

 | can be used to 
direct output to 
programs  All of above D 3

186

The command  who sort - file1 > file2

Results in an error 

 Sorts the contents 
of file1 and puts it 
in file2

 Both (a) and (b)  None of the 
above D 2

187 The system identifies a file by its  name absolute path  Both (a) and (b)  Mode number D 3

188

 The system identifies the end of a file by 
the  EOF character file size  i-node number Both (a) and (b) B 3

189
The command line argument   a.out  x  'a  
b'  "c  d"  is acceptable 

 is acceptable if the 
double quotes are 
replaced by single 
quotes

 is acceptable if 
the single quotes 
arc replaced by 
double quotes

 none of the 
above A 2
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190

 Which of the following metacharacters will 
be recognized by the shell. even if it comes 
within double quotes?  $  * ? None of these A 3

191
 

 lint should be used
 before compilation  to analyze a C 

code  after compilation  Both (a) and (b) D 2

192 Environment variables can be accessed by  system programs  C programs  shell scripts  All of these D 3

193
Which of the following are character 
special files  Terminal  Printer  Modem  All of these D 2

194  If one exports a variable

 Variables placed in the 
environment by a child 
process are not 
inherited by the parent 
process

 It is passed to all 
its descendant 
processes

 It dies when the 
shell that created 
it dies  All of these D 3

195 Profilers are _____________

 Tools that analyze the 
run time behaviour of a 
program

Tools that check a 
C code for cross 
file consistency

 Tools that keep 
track of evolving 
versions of a file

None of the 
above A 2

196 The shell command :  Does nothing

 Can be used to 
cause infinite 
looping

 Can take 
arguments but it 
cannot act on 
them

 All of these D 2
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197

 

Which of the following tools can be used to 
keep track of evolving versions of a file

 make  yacc  sccs  dv C 3

198 The .(dot) shell command  Can take command line 
argument

 Will fork a child 
shell to execute the 
named shell script

 Can be used to 
change the 
environment of 
the current shell

 All of the above C 2

199 m4

 

is a macro processor

 

can he used to 
preprocess C code

 

can be used to 
preprocess 
assembly language 
program

 

none of the 
above

C 3

200

If 7 terminals are currently logged on. then 
the command

date ; who | wc -l, displays

 

date followed by 7

 

date followed by 8

 

date followed by 1

 

an error message
A 2

201

Choose the correct answers if the 
command ls -l /dev/mt0 display's

brw_rw_ _ _ _ 1 root 3, 0 Apr18 1:05 mt0

 

The 'b' indicates that it 
is a special file

 

mt0 indicates that it 
is a tape drive

 

The ' b' indicates 
that data transfer 
is done in blocks

 

All of these
D 3
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202 cat/dev/tty

 

Throws garbage onto 
the terminal 1

 

Just echoes what 
you type. line by 
line

 

Terminates if one 
types control at 
the beginning of a 
line

 

Both (b) & ©
D 2

203
The header files used in C programs arc 
usually found in

 

/bin/include

 

usr/bin/include

 

/dev/ include

 

iusr/include
D 3

204
 A C program should be compiled with -g 
option (like cc -g x . c) to use

 

proof

 

make

 

lprof

 

sdb D 2

205
The difference between a pipe and a 
regular file is that

 

Unlike a regular file, 
pipe is not a file.

 

The data in a pipe 
is transient. unlike 
the contents of a 
regular file

 

Pipes forbid 
random accessing. 
while regular files 
do allow this

 

Both (b) and ©
D 3

206 Context switch changes the process mode 
from………

user to kernel mode  kernel to user 
mode

 
kernel mode to the 
kernel process

 

Both (a) and (b)
D 2

207  cc command sequentially invokes  preprocessor. compiler 
and link editor

compiler and link 
editor

preprocessor, 
compiler. 
assembler and link 
editor

compiler, 
assembler and 
link editor

C 3
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208 The cc command  Can take more than 
one argument

 
Can act on files 
with . or . o 
extension

Creates . o files by 
default when more 
than one argument 
with .,- extension 
is present

If provided with 
more than one 
argument. 
immediately 
terminates it the 
first argument 
fails to compile 
successfully

C 3

209 The mv command changes Only the directory entry Only the directory 
entry and i-node

Only the i-node 
number

None of the 
above A 3

210

 Which of the following programs are not 
interactive?  

passwd

 

date

 

grep

 

Both (b) & ©
A 3

211 Choose the correct statements.

Any process has an 
associated owner ID 
and group ID

Effective ID 
defines who you 
are for the duration 
of a process

Real ID defines 
who you are for 
the duration of a 
process

Both (a) & (b) D 3

212 No shell script can take input from stdin

the output of the 
previously 
executed command 
redirected to it

 

the shell holds the 
script

 

none of the 
above

D 3
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213  The disadvantage of a pipe is that
It is a one way 
communication channel

 

It dies along with 
the process that 
created it

 

It can't he shared 
by unrelated 
processes

 

All of these
D 2

214 The state of signals are preserved across a fork 
call

 
not preserved 
across an exec call

preserved across 
an exec call

 
Both (a) & (b) D 3

215
Which of the following displays the exit 
status of the last executed command?

 

echo $4

 

echo $$

 

echo $?

 

echo $! C 2

216
Which of the following file names cannot 
be displayed if la ls* is run?  .x ?x Both (a) & (b) hidden C 3

217

Which of the following initiates the 
sequence of events that ultimately allows a 
user to login?

 

clri

 

sync

 

login

 

init
D 2

218 What is ‘ps’ command for?  prints the status prints the process 
status

prints the 
execution status none B 3

219 Which command is used to terminate the 
process? wait sleep kill none C 4

220 Which commaand is use for the copy in 
unix?  copy cp cpy none B 4

221 What is stand for IPC? Inter procedure 
communication

Inter process 
communication Inter part compare None B 4

222 Which one is best in action between fork() 
and vfork()? fork() vfork() both none B 3
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223 fork system call…..
control the size of 
memory allocated to a 
process

create a new 
process

overlay image of a 
program onto the 
running process

finish executing 
a process B 2

224 exec system call…….. create a new process finish executing a 
process

control the size of 
memory allocated 
to a process

overlay image of 
a program onto 
the running 
process

D 3

225 wait system call………… finish executing a 
process

control the size of 
memory allocated 
to a process

synchronize 
process execution 
with exit of 
previously forked 
process

overlay image of 
a program onto 
the running 
process

C 2

226 brk system call…………

synchronize process 
execution with exit of 
previously forked 
process

control the size of 
memory allocated 
to a process

finish executing a 
process

overlay image of 
a program onto 
the running 
process

B 3

227 signal system call…………
control process 
response to 
extraordinary events

control the size of 
memory allocated 
to a process

synchronize 
process execution 
with exit of 
previously forked 
process

overlay image of 
a program onto 
the running 
process

A 2

228 Two policies for managing memory 
are……………

swaping and demand 
paging

semaphore and 
deadlock

scheduling and 
wait None A 3

229 Schedular module allocate ….. processes to CPU CPU to processes processes to 
kernel None B 2

230 The file subsystem accesses file data using 
a buffering mechanism that regulates ….

data flow between the 
kernel and secondary 
storage devices.

data flow between 
secondary storage 
devices to kernel

data flow of 
kernel None A 3

231 The internal representation of a file is given 
by …….. an inode semaphore pipes None A 2

232 Every file in unix has ….. two inode one inode no inode none B 3
233 inode name is also called…… file link file file descriptors B 2

234 When a process creates a new file, the 
kernel assigns it an ……... used inode unused inode integer number file number B 3
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235 With inode, the kernel contains two data 
structures………….

file table and user file 
descriptor table

file system and 
kernel file and semaphore None A 2

236 Which of the following is not A system 
calls?   Chmod Open   Lseek Getc D 3

237 The advantage of binary files over text files 
is that It is compact It can be accessed 

faster 

Many commands 
assume the named 
file to be a binary 
file 

They are more 
reliable D 2

238 Mounting a file system results in the 
loading of   Boot block Super block   i-node table   All of these B 2

239 If cat x ,prints garbage ,then x is probably a Data file Binary file Text file Source file B 2

240
Which of the following system calls 
transforms an executable binary file into a 
process? 

Fork Exec Ioct1 Longjmp B 3

241 An attempt to read from locked file,results 
in Prematured termination A deadlock   An indefinite 

wait 
None of the 
above D 2

242
Which of the following file names can be 
found in more than one directory? Passwd Bin Date None of the 

above A 3

243 When the read system call encounters EOF 
,it returns Some positive integer Some negative 

integer 0 -1 C 3

244
To allow only one user to work with a 
particular file at a particular time ,one has 
to …..

Semaphore Critical region Locking Dedicated mode C 3

245 Which of the following are character 
special files? Terminal   Printer Modem Tape drive C 2

246
Which of the following sections of an 
executable binary file has all uninitialized 
data items? 

BSS   Data Header Symbol A 2

247 Which of the following files contains 
information related to password aging? Shadow   Profile   Password All of these C 3
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248

Which of the following system calls,does 
not return control to the calling point, on 
termination? Fork Exec Ioct1 Longjmp B 2

249 Which command is used to display the 
characteristics of a process?   pid ps du au D 3

250 The first thing that is searched when a 
command references a file is its   i node   i node number Permission None of the 

above B 2

251 Profilers are 
Tools that analyze the 
run time behavior of a 
program 

Tools that check C 
code for cross file 
consistency 

  Tools that keep 
track of evolving 
versions of a file

None of the 
above A 3

252
Which of the following tools can be used to 
keep track of evolving version of a file?   Make Yacc SCCS dv C 2

253 Which command is used to display and 
create files?   cat ed vi lyrix A 3

254 The file that stores an integer as a sequence 
of characters is a Text file   Data file Binary file Core A 2

255 The size of any block in the unix file system 
is 512 bytes  1024 bytes  2048 bytes  Any of the 

above D 3

256 To find the block size on your file system 
the command is Blksz Szblk  Chksz Cmchk D 2

257  Each entry in inode table is of size  64 kb 32kb 32 bytes 64 bytes D 2

258  The program contained in boot block, that 
loads kernel into memory is called

Disk Bootstrap 
program

Master boot 
program Shell program None of the 

above A 4

259 The state of the file system is contained in  Boot block
A special block 
created by Book 
Block

Super Block None of the 
above C 4

260  Which file gets executed when we use the 
passwd command /etc/passwd  /etc/pwd /bin/passwd /passwd C 2

261 The command cal j 1997 would give the 
output as

The calendar of jan,june 
and july 1997

Only calendar of 
jan 1997 An error None of the 

above C 3

262 To see the last access time of various files 
in a file system the command is Is-Iu Is-I  Is-acc Is-mt A 2
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263
To ascertain what are the contents of the 
file in your the system the best way would 
be

 Do a cat command on 
each file and find its 
contents

 Use the command 
cat*

Use the command 
file*

 None of the 
above C 3

264 Which of these is not a command of Unix 
related with DOS  Dosdir a:proj Doscopy trial a:/ Doscp/HOME/Pro

j/Prg a:/ Dosls B 4
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